"THE RETURN OF THE FOUNDERS"---the meaning of the election of Trump--Working class males and Christians overwhelmingly elected him--They are tired of being told to step aside and not use their full abilities so women and minorities can "be more than equal"--the true basic ukase of the First Amendment frauds who created UnNaturalAmerica.
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Objecting to Roe v. Wade, Doc Sam wrote The Death of America in 1972, detailing abortion as a death implosion on America. In spite of the title, he then believed he was over-stating the case and actually considered America to be alive and well for the most part, and would self-correct in time. However, some forty years later, he sadly recognizes that America of the Founders is dead. Abortion and its subliminal equivalents have spread with "abortion" manifest from children killing themselves to victimhood-loving deadbeats wanting to kill politicians they do not like. Abortion has created a malignant culture of death, violence, and unnatural sex all of which have created UnNaturalAmerica--a tsunami of rejections of the Constitution required compliance with "Nature and Nature's God" and subtle delusions of "never wrong" about anything.

Abortion (and "contraception" to be precise) removed "reproduction" from human sexuality resulting in an unimagined outcome--"UnNaturalAmerica": an anti-child, anti-family, anti-natural masturbation emotional violent "abortion" culture has replaced the Founders Culture with "marriage" being the psychosocial "pheromone" for human sexuality (comparable to the biochemical pheromones which prevent animals from carrying on sexually like humans now do in uncontrolled fashion). Thus, "sex" is no longer "reproductive", so it is "excretory"--emotional release for recreation and advertising, commercialized and destroyed as part of planetary sex because it is no longer "reproductive consistent sexuality between mature opposite sexed members of the same species" (as sex is pheromone defined overwhelmingly by the animal kingdom on the planet, dare said, "as defined by Nature and Nature's God" [got a cat?] and kept that way for/by "marriage"--the psychosocial pheromone for humans to be in concert with the planet.).

The loss of "reproduction consistency" has flooded humanity with unnatural sex to the extent that "gender" is now meaningless and emotionality is the rule of the land. Without "reproduction consistency," any genital activity with anyone or anything is
acceptable-- "reproduction" excluded. Thus, "gender" is now irrationalized "without reproduction consistency" and is one's preferred way of masturbation, making the "polymorphous perverse" to be legalized as personal emotional identity instead of a disease ("Chronic abnormal functioning" is the definition of a "disease.") for the genital obsessed and the genital maniacs of the gay cult. With "gender" meaningless, "sex for humans" is a form of pollution, i.e., universal squirt/slime diarrhea accurately labeled "sexcretion" for all, even children, as Planned Parenthood has so-called "sex education" courses starting in kindergarten along with the gay cult pronouncing "Eight is too late" while rescripting "The Homosexual Manifesto" to Congress.

And America is no more. It is a deformed, dehumanized, demasculinized, defeminized denaturalized cadaver of itself, killed especially by First Amendment Fraud Press, which is run by virtue-less dirty old men and politicized selfish harem-feminists--all traitors to the Founders' hopes for transcendental citizens to be conditioned to the continuous living of the Ten Commandments and virtue and the transcendentals(1) of truth, oneness, good and beauty if the Constitution was to continue to work. But the liberal functionaries of the First Amendment failed to provide much more than Incorrigible Liberal Loonism since the arrival of electronocelluloid communication in 1949. At bottom, the failure of the First Amendment is the basic cause of the death of America, as stated in my book. Do not buy or support any of the liberal First Amendment frauds who have ruined this country--they just lie and manipulate. The people have been manipulated to be sexcretion obsessed addicts never realizing the consequences--As Shakespeare stated, "Unnatural deeds do breed unnatural troubles"--and an UnNaturalAmerica.

The "breeding" of unnatural troubles is undeniable. With sexcretion and loss of traditionally "reproduction" defined male/female genders, the gays and harem feminists seduce the law into making all the current 53 pseudo-genders to be "equal"--and "equality" means "equality in ALL things" otherwise "equality" is meaningless (2). "Equality" means distinctions and differences in rights and opportunities cannot be allowed or tolerated between genders. Genderlessness is the current law of human functioning, so all can be equal (and not only in bathrooms). In addition, harem feminists have women "equal" to men including sexuality, such that there is not even respecting another woman's right to have her husband not be a target for horney harem feminists (or gay recruiters eager to sexcrete and promote their version of unnatural "equality"). No one cares that this destroys the husband's faithfulness and renders the
wife to be unnecessary as well as redundant or that adult sex and violence destroy the meaning of childhood. The first "unnatural trouble" is: To hell with "Family Integrity" and the same for marriage promises, child care and childhood.

At the same time, the benefits of genuine manhood and paternalism have been minimized and male virtue castrated, all linked to haremfeminism taking over. Black males are regularly used by women for sex and children but then the men are moved out of the home as unnecessary, so government subsidies can be obtained (which is outrageously "unequal" for men). The same for Hispanic men and Caucasians. Women get "equality" and subsidies while the men get drugs and prison. Fatherhood is nothing. Motherhood is self-rejected and devalued as the reproductive basis, because family life is gone with the wind or gas as the case may be. Childhood is empty without fathers and mothers united as one. Childhood is more destroyed by imposed adult sexuality and violence passed on as education and entertainment. But in spite of genderlessness, girls are activated, while active boys are told to stand in the corner. The haremfeminists have been able to have it both ways, quickly pulling, when pressed, the "I am a woman" routine to make "equality" and "genderlessness" to be jokes on the guys who used to be called "males." The haremfeminists proclaim and demand "equality" but always with sub rosa female-protecting sexist exceptions so the guys cannot assert their maleness, just "hold the door please" and "how dare you stop the unequal engagement ring sexism scam." Hatefuly suppressed for their innate energy/enthusiasms and sexually satiated by the available haremfeminists surrounding them, boys and young men, are numbed so as to neither learn nor work: they then get into drugs and have even less motivation for family faithfulness or education to compete for opportunities, especially female-offered ones, which are automatic because the males dutifully suppress their abilities and qualifications, when present, so the women can feel "equal," which is basically an unwitting old-time deference given to the currently sexist and totally outdated "I am a woman" plea now turned into another unrecognized selfish sexist scam. (As a kid in an Italian family, women received special "equalities" in every thing because women were special and could have babies. "Always be nice and helpful to mom and all other women in the house"--a simple universal reminder of those superior by their "reproductive" elements of gender--considerations nullified now by abortion. Today is another aside: Cynical truisms are latent and suppressed whenever a judge, politician, lawyer, official, or anyone asserts their oxymoronic "female equality" as superior and not able to be exceeded or duplicated by someone of a different gender. Every position should be filled by "content of character" qualifications and not because "she is a woman getting her equality." Men who have been secretly discriminated against, or who have withdrawn their equal or better qualifications, because the position was designated as given for female equality is, upon study, another haremfeminist sexist scam myth, which now,
Hopefully, is illegal because gender cannot be considered.) Obviously, the second "unnatural trouble" is: Men quit using their male virtue as they are duped into "standing aside" so women can be "equal" as if the unequal selfishness of these women is not a joking mockery of the old fashioned "respect" for women wrongly interpreted as subordination but quickly relied upon when the women feel the real misery and difficulties of real virtuous manhood which they claimed to want.

Next, UnNaturalAmerica is an anti-male criminal-creating culture filling prisons with 2 million men today in contrast to 250,000 incarcerated men in 1960 (the beginning of the "sex revolution" brought to completion by abortion). There has been a 700% growth in prison population since 1970 to 2005 (Roe v. Wade was 1973). During that time, the male prison rate per 100,000 people has jumped from 200 to 1000; the female from 100 to 450 per 100,000 citizens (Women have been ruined too). It is time to call it as it is: Abortion/contraception/sexcretion have destroyed the virtue and Ten Commandment laden culture of the Founders for all genders. Women have quit being women and think they are men. Men are tricked/seduced into deferring to the "equality" scheme and stagnate/regress into non-family, virtueless inertia and criminality, the latter related to drug use to escape the subliminal oppression and discrimination. Men are driven out of the home because harem/feminism and the gay cult have taken over. The third "unnatural trouble" is: Men, especially, without family virtue and the Ten Commandments become paralyzed parasitic down-andouters and criminals.

YOUNG MEN AND CHRISTIANS HAVE HAD IT: THE ELECTION OF DONALD TRUMP, sort of "the last angry man," WAS DUE TO MANY REALIZING (1) THEY ARE NOT WANTED FOR MARRIAGE, CHILDHOOD AND CHILD CARE. (2) THEIR SELF-SUPPRESSION IS A CON-GAME BY INCORRIGIBLE LIBERAL LOONS MANIPULATING THEM TO BE LESS THAN THEY CAN BE SUPPOSEDLY TO HELP WOMEN. (3) THEY ARE TURNED INTO SUFFERING HUMAN ENTROPY WHEN DEPRIVED OF VIRTUE, FAMILY AND REAL EQUALITY. (4) THEY WANT A FOUNDERS’ SOCIETY HELD TOGETHER BY THE FAMILY, VIRTUE, AND TRANSCENDENTAL COMPLEMENTARY MEN AND WOMEN DEDICATED TO LIFE, LIBERTY AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS-GIVING TRANSCENDENTALS, WITH THE CATHOLIC MASS MANTRA OF life, sacrifice, virtue, love, humanity, peace, freedom and death without fear. (5) THEY HAVE OVERTHROWN THE ROYALTY (worse than King George III) AND TYRANTS OF UNNATURALAMERICA AND WANT THE CORRUPTION TO STOP (Attached).
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